
Best Practices: I  

1. Title of the Practice “To develop the Minority, Down-Trodden and Backward students through 

polite and Practical knowledge”.  

2. Goal: 

Khutauna is noted for extremely backward Block in the Madhubani District where our College is situated 

is on its top. Students taken admission here are not in responsible awareness to make themselves 

employable or job oriented. This is all due to their poverty and backwardness as they in 80 belong to the 

educationally backward area. Having felt so we decided to provide them the learning of spoken English 

and computer literacy, the demand in the present economic and professional era. As a result, they 

succeeded in developing their numbers in education.  

3. The Context Our Institution had to face environmental problems such as – 

 a) Since the region where our Institution is situated, is extremely miniority primitive, lacking awareness, 

it was very difficult to attend their classes regularly and to join the extra classes, obtaining the knowledge 

of spoken English and computer education. For this all the staffs offered their precious time and brain.  

b) To make the students more practical and sensitized for job orientation, we needed some more outdoor 

teachers. We hired some professional Computer teachers to design and dazzle the mass of the students 

in whole.  

4. Evidence of Success: The Computer Education and Spoken English were provided to the students totally 

free during their U.G. Classes. As a result numerous students and even Girl Students got success in getting 

Government and Private jobs in various sectors such as in Defence, Administration, Banks proving 

themselves bonafide in personality in terms of English and Computer Education.  

5. Practice: The College is tied up to follow only University Syllabus. However we aimed to develop 
employment through our meagre assets to our students. We started to Facilitate them Spoken English, 
Computer education and Communication skills, Signifying their justification and importance.  
 
6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required  

1. Since the College is an affiliating Unit, we can’t provide adequate facilities due to the lack of 

financial assistance, yet through our own resources in available status we tried to make our students 

more efficient.  

2. As above mentioned we had to hire outdoor professional hands for computer education. Still we need 

more suggestions and assistance by the Capable institutions such as Governmental organization, U.G.C 

etc. to provide perspective prospect student to student.  

7. Notes: We are awaiting the message and the suggestion of the NAAC for the betterment to install 

something appreciating and glorious.  

 


